Article Galaxy Enterprise
Full-Text Papers and Data on Demand
Article Galaxy provides data-driven insights and one-click access
to scientific, technical and medical (STM) content at the lowest

The Article Galaxy Difference
Unrivaled in its ability to conform
to your needs, Article Galaxy is
the most practical, simple, flexible

legal cost, filtering against Open Access, subscriptions, publisher

and helpful solution for scientific,

pay-per-view tokens and even full-text rentals.

technical and medical (STM)

Features Include:

journal content access.
Discover how Article Galaxy is

L Full-text journal content 24/7—any article from any publisher

continuously setting new standards

L Lowest cost acquisition filtering to optimize spending

for performance and customer

L Seamless and mobile-friendly viewing on smart phones and tablets

satisfaction today. For more
information visit:

L Trending article stats, availability options and re-use rights at a glance

www.researchsolutions.com/

L An ecosystem of app-like gadgets for automated data insights

products/enterprise.

Get Started Today

The Americas: +1 (310) 477 0354

We’ve worked with hundreds of enterprises to deploy our Article Galaxy service,
and we are here to help you, too–regardless of complexity, scale, or budget.

EMEA: +49 (221) 168 125 83
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Access and Request Content From Any Web Page
Article Galaxy Widget is a researcher’s dream come true. Added to users’
bookmarks bar, it provides shopping cart-like access to and simplified
viewing of content extracted directly from preferred discovery environments
like Google Scholar, PubMed and 70 other online research tools. Take an

Ultra-Rapid PDF Delivery

+

online video tour: www.researchsolutions.com/widget101.

View Your Order History—All in One Place and On the Go
Browse your orders on any mobile device from anywhere. Review your
entire order history, search and filter orders, and even download a PDF, all

 Published Articles
 Supplementary Materials
 Conference Papers
 Technical Reports
 Book Chapters and More

in one place. For any citation, open the Article Explorer and get trending
article stats, such as online popularity measured in social media mentions,
instant availability options of the article, and cited-by references in other
publications, at a glance.

Powerful Admin Features
 Tailored Account Configurations
 Self-Service/Mediated Workflows
 User Authentication Mechanisms
 Seamless Workflow Integrations
 Full Customer Support Visibility
 Holdings Management
 Usage Reporting and Analytics

Add-On Library Tools
 24/7 Help Desk
 Link Resolving and Authentication
 Library Portal Technology
 Reference Management

Insights On-Demand
Instead of manually reviewing and identifying data across multiple disparate
sources, enable your team to speed up the knowledge creation process by
automating data insights. Today, gadgets provide one-click enhancement
and extraction from bibliographic information—and we have much more
in store for the future!

LEARN MORE: www.researchsolutions.com

